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Perfect chronic skeletal muscle regeneration in adult spiny mice, *Acomys cahirinus*
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The spiny mouse, *Acomys cahirinus*, is an adult mammal capable of remarkable feats of scar-free tissue regeneration after damage to several organs including the skin and the heart. Here we investigate the regenerative properties of the skeletal muscle of *A. cahirinus* tibialis anterior in comparison to the lab mouse, *Mus musculus*. The *A. cahirinus* TA showed a similar distribution of myosin heavy chain fibre types and a reduced proportion of oxidative fibres compared to *M. musculus*. There were differences in the matrix components of the TA with regard to collagen VI and the biomechanical properties. *A. cahirinus* TA regenerated faster with a more rapid induction of embryonic myosin and higher levels of dystrophin than in *M. musculus* fibres. There were lower levels of inflammation (NF-kB), fibrosis (TGFβ-1, collagens) and higher levels of the anti-inflammatory cytokine Cxcl12. There was a difference in macrophage profile between the two species. After multiple rounds of muscle regeneration the *M. musculus* TA failed to regenerate muscle fibres and instead produced a large numbers of adipocytes whereas the *A. cahirinus* TA regenerated perfectly. This clearly improved regeneration performance can be explained by differing levels of growth factors such as adiponectin between the two species.
understanding the decline of regenerative ability with age also for understanding the role that the connective tissue matrix plays in normal regeneration.

A novel cell type involved in the regeneration of myofibres has recently been described. This is the fibro/adipogenic progenitor (FAP), a bipotential cell which can generate either fibroblasts or adipocytes after chronic injury. During normal regeneration FAPs are stimulated to enter the cell cycle and provide a source of growth factors such as IL-6 which increase myoblast differentiation. The fate of the FAPs is controlled by IL-4/IL-13 signaling from eosinophils which inhibits their spontaneous differentiation into adipocytes and instead permits them to generate growth factors for myoblast proliferation and differentiation. This cell type is therefore at the heart of the process of fatty degeneration of skeletal muscle which occurs in myopathies such as Duchenne muscular dystrophy.

In the work reported here we have examined the properties of skeletal muscle and its regeneration in the spiny mouse, A. cahirinus. This remarkable mammal has previously been shown to be capable of completely regenerating skin wounds in a scar-free manner and thus regenerating hairs, smooth muscle of the ector pili muscles, sebaceous glands, the skeletal muscle of the panniculus carnosus, adipose cells and the dermis. Importantly, during this regenerative process the hole in the panniculus carnosus muscle regenerates in the absence of the connective tissue matrix, equivalent to volumetric muscle loss which cannot be recovered from in other mammals. A. cahirinus can also regenerate holes punched through the ear, thereby regenerating all the tissues of the skin plus the cartilage. In addition, after a myocardial infarction there is very little fibrotic scarring and a full restoration of cardiac function. In view of the striking ability of A. cahirinus to regenerate all three types of muscle we were interested in comparing A. cahirinus and M. musculus in the standard skeletal muscle regeneration model, the myotoxin-damaged tibialis anterior (TA). We find that A. cahirinus TA can regenerate slightly faster than M. musculus but the major differences in the two species lie in the macrophage profiles which rapidly infiltrate the damaged muscle, the matrix and biomechanical properties of the muscle and the fact that repeated rounds of regeneration results in degenerated muscles with significant adipocyte infiltration in M. musculus, but perfect regeneration in A. cahirinus. We discuss potential causes of this improved regenerative ability in this novel mammalian model of regeneration.

**Results**

**Comparison of the normal M. musculus and A. cahirinus muscle.** Before examining any potential regenerative differences between M. musculus and A. cahirinus skeletal muscle we first determined whether there were any anatomical or physiological differences in C57Bl6 mice compared to A. cahirinus. We found that all hind limb muscles examined from A. cahirinus were heavier than their C57Bl6 counterparts (Fig. 1A) and both the EDL and Soleus from A. cahirinus contained significantly more fibres than their C57Bl6 counterparts (Fig. 1B,C). We next profiled the fibre composition and related this to their size to determine whether the enlargement of one particular fibre type was a factor in the increased muscle mass. Myosin heavy chain profiling showed that the muscle composition based on this criteria was similar in both species (Fig. 1D–H). Additionally there was no significant trend indicating a change in fibre size between the two species based on MHC categorization (Fig. 1I–L).

Next we performed a biochemical profiling of A. cahirinus muscle to develop an understanding of the metabolic processes that supports its function. To this end we profiled the muscle for succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) activity and found that A. cahirinus EDL had a greater proportion of SDH positive fibres than those of C57Bl6 mice (Fig. 2A–E). Next we examined individual muscle fibres from A. cahirinus and found significant differences in terms of the number of satellite cells, mitotic activity and potential progenitors of satellite cells. In summary, the hindlimb muscles from A. cahirinus contained more myonuclei and were longer than their C57Bl6 counterparts (Fig. 2F,G). We also noted a difference in the shape of myonuclei between the two rodent species; those of A. cahirinus were significantly flatter compared to those of M. musculus (Fig. 2H,I).

Before examining any potential regenerative differences we next considered whether there were any differences that could be detected in the ECM components of this muscle because of the role that the ECM plays in maintaining the stem cell niche. Normal TAs were examined for the presence of a range of collagens (I, IV, VI, XII, XVII), fibronectin, laminin and tenascin C by immunofluorescence. The majority of ECM components showed similar levels of fluorescence between M. musculus and A. cahirinus (e.g. Fig. 3A,B, collagen I) except with regard to collagen VI which was significantly more immunoreactive in A. cahirinus than in M. musculus (Fig. 2M,N). There was very little immunoreactivity in normal sections of M. musculus TA (Fig. 2M), but strong reactivity in section of A. cahirinus TA in the expected location in the endomysium around the myofibres and more intensely in perimysial spaces between fascicles (Fig. 2N).
Muscle biomechanical stiffness. Since Col VI levels were higher in A. cahirinus and in view of the role that this molecule plays in regulating the stem cell niche via the muscle biomechanical properties [22,23] we next examined the physiological stiffness of freshly isolated M. musculus and A. cahirinus TA. Using a custom indentation device to measure stiffness calculated in terms of steady state modulus (SSM) we found that the TA of M. musculus samples had a SSM of 3.05 ± 1.09 kPa which is significantly stiffer than the value for A. cahirinus (1.52 ± 0.34 kPa, Wilcoxon non-parametric comparison, p < 0.02) (Fig. 2O). Since proliferative and migratory properties of cells can be regulated by ECM stiffness [32] this difference seen here may play a role in the improved regenerative properties of A. cahirinus.

Regenerative properties of M. musculus and A. cahirinus muscle. The regenerative response of the TA to cardiotoxin was studied by sampling both C57Bl6 and CD-1 M. musculus compared to A. cahirinus on days 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 16. The progress of regeneration was examined on wax sections stained with Mason’s trichrome or hematoxylin and eosin and frozen sections stained with antibodies to collagen I, IV, XII and embryonic myosin. As expected, fibre breakdown and subsequent regeneration was rapid in both species but was faster in A. cahirinus as fully formed regenerated fibres appeared earlier. By 2 days after myotoxin there was a huge influx of cells into the damaged muscles, but despite this the tissues retained their overall structure as can be seen in Fig. 3C,D although the collagen I immunohistochemistry showed that the muscle fibres in both species were...
beginning to look less defined. By day 4 there were even more cells within the muscles and the fibres had by now clearly degenerated leaving almost none present in the myotoxin injected area (Fig. 3E, F). By day 6 the M. musculus TA was still densely packed with cells with few obvious signs of fibre regeneration. Those few fibres present looked like they did on day 4 and had not completely degenerated (Fig. 3G). However in the day 6 A. cahirinus samples (Fig. 3H) there were clear signs of regenerating fibres with centrally located nuclei and small cross sectional areas although the intervening areas were still packed with cells and debris. This was further evidenced by quantifying the size of fibres that express embryonic Myosin Heavy Chain (eMHC) at day 6; eMHC+ from A. cahirinus were 3.5 times larger than those of M. musculus (Fig. 3K–M). Additionally each regenerated fibre from
Figure 3. Dynamics of skeletal muscle regeneration after single CTX injection. Green = col I, blue = Hoescht stained nuclei. (A,B) Normal TA structure. Scale bars = 50μm, same scales for A–J. (C,D) 2 days after CTX injection the myofibre membranes are losing their definition and many cells have invaded the area (arrows). (E,F) After 4 days there is complete destruction of the myofibres, a huge invasion of cells and proliferation of endogenous cells (arrows). (G,H) By day 6 there is a suggestion of reformation of myofibre membranes (arrows). (I,J) By day 8 new fibres have regenerated in *A. cahirinus* (right columns) with centrally located nuclei whereas in *M. musculus* (left columns) the process is by no means complete (arrows). (K–M) Examination of eMHC as a gauge of TA regeneration at day 6. (K) Example of eMHC+ fibres (arrow) in *M. musculus* and (M) *A. cahirinus*. (L) Quantification of regenerated fibres (eMHC+ fibre size). (N–P) Immunocytochemical staining and quantification for Dystrophin in regenerating areas of (N) *M. musculus* and (P) *A. cahirinus*. Note higher levels of Dystrophin in *A. cahirinus* (arrow). (O) Quantification of Dystrophin expression at the sarcolemma. Statistical analysis performed by two-tailed t-test. ***p < 0.001.
A. cahirinus expressed more Dystrophin at the sarcolemma (Fig. 3N–P). By day 8 A. cahirinus had almost completed regeneration and the damaged area now had fibres all with centrally located nuclei (Fig. 3J). By contrast the Mus samples at day 8 were clearly regenerating but the endomysial spaces were still full of debris and cells (Fig. 3I) and Mus did not reach an equivalent regenerative stage until 2 or 3 days later than A. cahirinus.

Comparative gene expression during TA regeneration. To determine whether there was a simple molecular explanation for the increased speed of regeneration in A. cahirinus we compared Mus and A. cahirinus TA regeneration in terms of the temporal expression of myogenic factors, inflammatory markers and several collagens by qPCR at days 4, 6 and 16 relative to day 0 levels.

Myogenic factors. The expression levels of the myogenic factors Myf5, MyoD1 and Myog peaked early, as expected on day 4 of regeneration in both species (Fig. 4A,B) and the expression levels of Myog was the highest of these three factors. The magnitude of the increase in these factors was very much higher in Mus than in A. cahirinus. With the embryonic myosin Myh3, again the magnitude of the increase was far greater in Mus than A. cahirinus (Fig. 4C,D). In A. cahirinus the increase in expression levels of Myh3 was more prolonged because it was still increasing on day 6 whereas in Mus on day 6 levels had dropped 5-fold compared to day 4.

Inflammation and fibrosis. Levels of Nf-κB showed the same temporal sequence in Mus and A. cahirinus (Fig. 4E,F) being present on both days 4 and 6 of regeneration. The magnitude of the increase compared to day 0 was higher in Mus than A. cahirinus suggesting there was relatively lower inflammation in A. cahirinus. Tgf-β showed a similar pattern of temporal expression in both species peaking at day 4 (Fig. 4E,F) and as in the case of Nf-κB the magnitude of the increase compared to day 0 was far higher in Mus than in A. cahirinus suggesting that there was potentially less fibrosis in A. cahirinus.

The decreased levels of inflammation and fibrosis in A. cahirinus which this qPCR suggested were further verified in several ways. Firstly, examining regenerating muscle sections with immunocytochemistry using an antibody to NF-κB showed that the number of cells expressing NF-κB in regenerating muscle at day 6 was 3 times higher in Mus compared to A. cahirinus (Fig. 4I–K). NF-κB expression in Mus co-localised to the expression of the pan macrophage marker F4/80 (Supplementary Fig. 1E,F). Secondly, acid phosphatase activity, an indicator of muscle fibre necrosis, was virtually absent in A. cahirinus but clearly present in Mus (Fig. 4L–N). Thirdly, levels of fibrosis as measured by qPCRs for three collagens, Col I, Col III and Col XII levels showed far higher levels of increase compared to day 0 in Mus than in A. cahirinus (Fig. 4G,H). The expression of these genes in both species were highest on days 4 and 6 and then had dropped by day 16. In Mus col I levels were the highest of these three collagens, but in A. cahirinus the levels of col III was the highest.

Since we saw decreased levels of inflammation in the A. cahirinus TA during regeneration we looked at levels of Cxcl12, a chemokine that has been shown to have a novel anti-inflammatory role54, as well as a role in positively regulating muscle regeneration55. The change in expression of Cxcl12 was greater in A. cahirinus compared to Mus, with a decrease in expression of −2.5x at day 4, a peak of expression at day 6 (4.1x) and still elevated levels (3.6x) at day 16. In Mus expression of Cxcl12 was down-regulated at all time points, with expression −13x at day 4, −9.6x at day 6 and −7x at day 16 (Fig. 5A).

Macrophage involvement in TA regeneration. We have previously observed an absence of the classically activated macrophage marker, F4/80, in A. cahirinus skin wounds during regeneration66 and the same is true of the regenerating ear67 so we next asked whether they were present during TA regeneration. Sections of both Mus and A. cahirinus muscle regeneration were examined over the first 8 days of regeneration when macrophages are at their highest levels for the presence of F4/80+ cells. Mus TAs showed a typical response with F4/80+ cells beginning to be detected at day 2, large numbers present at day 4 and day 6 (Fig. 5D) and then declining at day 8 of regeneration (Fig. 5B). In contrast there were no detectable F4/80+ cells in A. cahirinus regenerating TAs (Fig. 5B,E). Their presence in Acomys spleen68 (Supplementary Fig. 1G,H) and that their numbers in the bone marrow can be stimulated by IFN-γ and LPS69 suggests this is not due to lack of antibody reactivity. In confirmation we examined another M1 marker previously used in A. cahirinus, the CD86 antibody66 and here too we could not detect any immunoreactivity in damaged A. cahirinus muscle (Fig. 5G), but there were many positive cells in Mus muscle (Fig. 5F). M2 macrophages, however, were present in abundance in A. cahirinus. Using the CD206 antibody there were equal numbers of M2 macrophages detected in the sections of A. cahirinus TA regeneration (Fig. 5L,K) compared to Mus in being just detectable at day 2, high numbers at days 4 and 6 (Fig. 5H–K) and then declining by day 8 of regeneration (Fig. 5C).

Behavior of FAPs during TA regeneration. We next looked at another cell type important for muscle regeneration, namely the FAP, identified by their expression of the platelet derived growth factor receptor alpha (PDGFRα). These cells were virtually undetectable in normal muscle, but appeared in large numbers in the endomysial spaces between the myofibres following CTX damage in both Mus and A. cahirinus (Fig. 6A–F). Cell counts revealed that their numbers peaked at day 4 of regeneration and there were more FAPs in A. cahirinus than in Mus (Fig. 6G).

Multiple rounds of regeneration. Finally, we considered whether there may be ways of revealing more profound differences in the regenerative ability between these two species than just differences in timing. To this end we subjected the TAs to multiple rounds of regeneration. A group (n = 9) of Mus and A. cahirinus had five sequential myotoxin injections spaced 3 weeks apart and 3 weeks after the fifth injection the TAs were fixed for histology or prepared for RNA.
Control TAs subjected to 5 sequential injections of PBS showed excellent regeneration in both *M. musculus* and *A. cahirinus*. The only abnormality noted in histological sections of these controls was the presence of a very few fat cells in the perimysial connective tissue spaces. Cell counts revealed *M. musculus* control TAs averaged 13 adipocytes per section and in *A. cahirinus* there were 0 (Fig. 7G). In both these controls a few regenerated fibres with centrally located nuclei were present suggesting that 5 needle sticks causes some damage to muscle fibres and induces a degree of regeneration, but there was no obvious increase in fibrosis. After 5 myotoxin injections in *M. musculus*, however there was a dramatic decrease in the quality of regenerated TA and the histological

**Figure 4.** Gene expression profiling, NFκB and lysosomal activity of CTX damaged skeletal muscle. Days 4, 6 and 16 after CTX injection in *M. musculus* (A,C,E,G) and *A. cahirinus* (B,D,F,H) TA. (A–B) Expression of *Myf5*, *MyoD1* and *Myogenin*. (C–D) Expression of *Myh3*. (E–F) Expression of NFκB. (G–H) Expression of Collagen I, III and XII. (I) Quantification of NFκB positive cells in regenerating TA at day 6. (J–K) Immunocytochemical images for NFκB expressing in regenerating TA at day 6 in *M. musculus* and *A. cahirinus* (white arrow). (L) Quantification of Acid Phosphatase activity in regenerating TA at day 6. (M–N) Histological stained images for Acid Phosphatase activity in regenerating TA at day 6 in *M. musculus* and *A. cahirinus*. Statistical analysis performed by two-tailed t-test. *p* < 0.05.
sections showed the presence of large numbers of fat cells mostly in the perimysium but also scattered throughout the muscle fascicles (Fig. 7A,C). Counts of fat cell numbers in these sections revealed on average 260 fat cells per unit area (Fig. 7G). The presence of extensive adipocyte production was confirmed using immunocytochemistry with a perilipin antibody (Fig. 7E). In dramatic contrast there were almost no fat cells in A. cahirinus 5x CTX TAs and the histological sections showed perfect regeneration (Fig. 7B,D) with only an occasional cell stained for perilipin (Fig. 7F). Counts of these sections revealed an occasional fat cell giving an average value of 5 cells per unit area (Fig. 7G). This was not due to lack of reactivity of the antibody in A. cahirinus because the adipocytes in the hypodermis of the skin stain intensely with this antibody (Supplementary Fig. 2A). Furthermore, multiple rounds of regeneration led to a M. musculus muscle that was very poorly populated by satellite cells whereas their counterparts were still present in A. cahirinus (Supplementary Fig. 2B–E). However their low numbers precluded a meaningful quantification. Thus repeated rounds of regeneration results in perfect regeneration in A. cahirinus but a striking deposition of adipocytes in M. musculus. We lastly looked at the expression of adiponectin (Adipoq), a hormone that has recently been shown to be involved in skeletal muscle regeneration 37. We found that Adipoq is 2.9 fold higher in M. musculus and 7.2 fold higher in A. cahirinus in 5x myotoxin tissues (Fig. 7H).

**Figure 5.** Macrophage profiling during muscle regeneration. (A) RT-qPCR analysis of gene expression of Cxcl2 on days 4, 6 and 16 after CTX injection-induced injury. All results are relative to day 0 (normal TA) and error bars represent standard deviation. (B) counts of F4/80 macrophages showing a peak in M. musculus on days 4 and 6 and an absence in A. cahirinus. (C) counts of CD206 macrophages showing a peak at days 4 and 6 and equivalent numbers in M. musculus and A. cahirinus. (D–E) F4/80 immunocytochemistry in M. musculus (left column) and A. cahirinus (right column) in the TA at days 4 after CTX injection. Many F4/80 expressing cells (green) are seen in M. musculus whereas there is no positive reaction in A. cahirinus. Scale bars = 100 μm. (F–G) CD86 immunocytochemistry in M. musculus and A. cahirinus in the TA at days 4 after CTX injection. Many CD86 expressing cells (green) in M. musculus are seen whereas there is no positive reaction in A. cahirinus. Scale bars = 100 μm. (H–K) CD206 macrophage immunocytochemistry in M. musculus and A. cahirinus in the TA at days 4 and 6 after CTX injection. Both species show similar numbers of positive cells (green). Scale bars = 100 μm. Statistical analysis performed by two-tailed t-test. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
Discussion

The spiny mouse, *A. cahirinus*, is a unique mammal in its ability to regenerate a remarkable array of tissues, notably scar-free regeneration of large skin excisional wounds and burns involving hairs, sebaceous glands, erector pili muscles, dermis, ear punches involving these same skin components plus cartilage, and can recover from myocardial infarction. In view of this ability to regenerate tissues which the typical mammal such as the lab mouse, *Mus*, or humans cannot, it was of interest to examine the regeneration of a tissue which mammals can regenerate, namely skeletal muscle of the tibialis anterior after myotoxin injury to look for differences or improvements.

We first examined the anatomy of the normal TA and adjacent muscles of *M. musculus* and *A. cahirinus* which showed some differences. In *A. cahirinus* there were more and longer fibres with more myonuclei in them and the nuclei were of a flatter shape although there was no change in MHC fibre type. The *A. cahirinus* TA has a higher proportion of SDH positive fibres (more oxidative fibres) and higher numbers of satellite cells although when corrected for more myonuclei the relative abundance is the same and they proliferated to the same degree.

Figure 6. Fibroadipogenic cell profiling during skeletal muscle regeneration. (A–F) PDGFRα immunocytochemistry as a marker of FAPs in *M. musculus* (left column) and *A. cahirinus* (right column) TA at times indicated after CTX injection. Similar numbers are seen in both species at equivalent times. (G) Counts of PDGFRα+ FAPs in *M. musculus* and *A. cahirinus* showing peak levels at day 4. Statistical analysis performed by two-tailed t-test. *<0.05.
normal TA of *A. cahirinus* had a different muscle ECM composition, notably higher levels of collagen VI, a matrix component which plays a crucial role in satellite cell renewal and muscle regeneration \(^22\) and the regenerating TA of *A. cahirinus* had higher levels of dystrophin, a component of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex which is vital for stabilizing muscle fibre membrane integrity \(^38\). The *col6a1−/−* mouse displays a depleted satellite cell
pool, decreased numbers of regenerated myofibres and increased levels of fibrosis particularly after repeated rounds of myotoxin injury so differences in levels of this protein may contribute to regenerative differences between the two species. Because of the role of the matrix and its biomechanical properties in stem cell differentiation we measured the elasticity of the TAs and determined that the effective stiffness of M. musculus with little col VI was 3.05 kPa and A. cahirinus with high col VI was 1.5 kPa. This is in the opposite direction to the colba1 −/− mouse where the muscles showed an increase in elasticity in its absence, but our values for effective stiffness of murine skeletal muscle are within the range of previously reported direct characterization values (2–35 kPa)\(^2\). Reported indirect characterization values range from 7.6–128.5 kPa, though, which reinforces the difficulty of comparing characterization data across labs\(^3\)–\(^4\). Nevertheless, there is surely a range of ECM molecules responsible for stiffness, not just collagen VI, another example being fibronectin\(^5\). Using proteomics, tissue stiffness has been shown to be correlated to protein abundance, specifically varied levels of collagens in the extracellular matrix\(^6\). However, mdx mice have been used to show that collagen content is not predictive of muscle stiffness, even in collagen-rich, fibrotic skeletal muscle\(^7\). Regardless of the stiffness increase mechanisms, since proliferative and migratory properties of cells can be regulated by ECM stiffness\(^8\) and ECM proteins bind soluble growth factors that can affect myofibre redifferentiation 26 can differentiate into either fibroblasts or adipocytes and high levels of cytokines such as these during muscle regeneration.

Another difference identified between M. musculus and A. cahirinus during muscle regeneration was in the macrophage profiles. It is suggested that classically activated, pro-inflammatory macrophages (M1) are involved in the clearance of necrotic debris and alternatively activated anti-inflammatory or pro-regenerative macrophages (M2) provide growth factors to stimulate myofibre growth. These may appear sequentially or at the same time\(^2\) but that they do not appear in wounds suggests that the cytokine environment must be very different between A. cahirinus than in M. musculus although the absolute expression levels were higher in the latter. It seems that a large burst of eMHC expression followed by a rapid repression is characteristic of a slower regeneration rate and ultimately more error-prone regeneration in M. musculus than the more extensive but lower expression level seen in the A. cahirinus fibres.

There were also lower expression levels in A. cahirinus of the inflammatory and fibrosis genes we examined: NF-κB as an inflammatory marker, TGF-β1 for fibrosis, several collagens and there were fewer cells positive by NF-κB immunocytochemistry and no cells showing necrosis by acid phosphatase activity. We do not believe that the muscle of A. cahirinus is more resistant to damage than M. musculus because both showed high levels of damage after CTX injection (Fig. 3C–F) and this explanation of regenerative ability cannot apply to the skin which is completely removed during wounding. So it is possible that A. cahirinus regenerates faster than M. musculus because of the lack of induction of inflammation and fibrosis pathways and in support of this we found that A. cahirinus expressed higher levels of Cxcl12, a cytokine with a known anti-inflammatory role\(^3\) and a role in positively regulating muscle regeneration\(^8\).\(^9\). Identifying cytokines such as this may well provide the molecular explanation for the improved muscle regenerative capacities of A. cahirinus and another such cytokine we identified at higher levels in A. cahirinus was adiponectin. It will be important to determine the relative levels of further cytokines such as these during muscle regeneration.

Another difference identified between M. musculus and A. cahirinus regenerating muscle was in the macrophage profiles. It is suggested that classically activated, pro-inflammatory macrophages (M1) are involved in the clearance of necrotic debris and alternatively activated anti-inflammatory or pro-regenerative macrophages (M2) provide growth factors to stimulate myofibre growth. These may appear sequentially or at the same time\(^2\), but whichever the case they likely perform different functions. F4/80 is a M1 marker in A. cahirinus\(^8\) and we failed to detect significant numbers of this macrophage subtype during A. cahirinus muscle regeneration, as was the case in skin regeneration\(^8\) and ear punch studies\(^8\) so this seems a consistent finding. This is not due to the lack of antibody reactivity because we can readily detect F4/80 macrophages in the spleen by immunocytochemistry with the same antibody\(^8\), markers of classical activation (Ifn-γ and iNos) can be induced in A. cahirinus spleen cells\(^8\) and M1 markers can be induced in A. cahirinus bone marrow derived macrophages by IFN-γ and LPS\(^8\). On the other hand the M2 marker CD206 was present in both species during muscle regeneration with similar numbers peaking on day 4 of regeneration. The fact that M1 markers can be induced in A. cahirinus macrophages, but that they do not appear in wounds suggests that the cytokine environment must be very different between A. cahirinus and M. musculus and may play an important role in the rate or eventual outcome of the regenerative process. As a whole, however, macrophages play a critical role because in their absence regeneration is inhibited\(^8\) and identifying the cytokine environment and precise macrophage contribution will be an important avenue for further studies in regeneration.

Although there were no differences in the numbers of EAPS during regeneration between the two species, huge differences were seen in one of their final differentiated products, the adipocyte, after chronic muscle regeneration. These cells which are driven by IL-4/IL-13 from eosiinophils to proliferate and provide beneficial growth factors for myofibre redifferentiation\(^26\) can differentiate into either fibroblasts or adipocytes and high levels of IL-4 inhibit adipogenic differentiation. This is the major difference we observed between M. musculus and A. cahirinus muscle regeneration – after repeated rounds of regeneration M. musculus TAs showed a large amount of adipogenetic differentiation whereas A. cahirinus retained its perfect regenerative ability. It is possible that levels of IL-4 or numbers of eosiinophils decline in M. musculus after repeated regeneration whereas they are maintained in A. cahirinus and it will be interesting to examine this in future experiments. In support of the idea that increased levels of cytokines could explain the improved regenerative ability of A. cahirinus (see above for Cxcl12) we found that Adipq expression was upregulated to greater degree in A. cahirinus tissue after multiple rounds of regeneration. Adipoq is an adipokine previously thought to be expressed only by adipocytes, but has recently been shown to be expressed in several tissue types including skeletal muscle tissue. It positively regulates muscle regeneration...
by inducing the activation of satellite cells and by attracting non-resident myogenic cells to the injury site.\textsuperscript{35,46} Interestingly, the chronic muscle regeneration phenotype of \textit{M. musculus} with extensive adipocyte infiltration that we see here strikingly resembles that of Duchenne muscular dystrophy\textsuperscript{27} so understanding the molecular basis of the resistance to adipocyte infiltration in \textit{A. cahirinus} may make a contribution to the understanding of this debilitating disease.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals.** \textit{A. cahirinus} were obtained from our breeding colony housed at University of Florida. Groups of animals, \(n = 3\) for each sample time, of mixed sex were used, aged from 6 months to one year old. C57Bl6 \textit{M. musculus} were purchased from Charles River and similarly sized mixed sex groups of animals used for the experiments of age 3 months to 6 months old. Since the gestation period of \textit{A. cahirinus} is more than twice that of \textit{Mus}, they become sexually mature at later times and the lifespan of \textit{A. cahirinus} is at least twice that of \textit{M. musculus} so it is problematic to know exactly what are comparable chronological ages for comparative experiments. In general the \textit{A. cahirinus} animals were always chronologically older that those of \textit{Mus}. All animals were housed and maintained by Animal Care Services at the University of Florida and all experiments were performed following the guidelines and regulations as defined in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health.

**Experimental procedures.** All procedures involving experimental animals were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of Florida (protocol numbers 201207707 for \textit{A. cahirinus} studies and 201203505 for \textit{M. musculus} studies). For tibialis anterior (TA) myotoxin experiments animals were anaesthetized with isoflurane; the hindlegs shaved and a small incision made in the skin over the superficial surface of both hindlimbs to identify the body of the TA. The right limb TA of each animal was injected with 30\(\mu\)L of a 50\(\mu\)M \textit{Naja pallida} cardiotoxin solution (CTX) (Latoxan, Valence France) and the left limb TA was injected with 30\(\mu\)L of sterile PBS. At regular intervals after myotoxin injection the animals were sacrificed and the TAs removed for fixation in 4\% PFA or samples were immediately frozen for immunocytochemistry or samples placed in RNAlater for qPCR.

**Histology and immunocytochemistry.** The same reagents and antibodies were used on sections of both \textit{A. cahirinus} and \textit{M. musculus} tissues. Paraffin wax sections (10\(\mu\)m), fixed frozen sections (20\(\mu\)m) and unfixed frozen sections (20\(\mu\)m) were all prepared by standard procedures. Wax section were used for hematoxylin and eosin staining and for Mason’s trichrome staining. Frozen sections were used for immunocytochemistry with antibodies to collagen I (Abcam ab34710), collagen IV (Abcam ab6586) and collagen VI (Abcam ab182744) 1:100, collagen XII (Santa Cruz sc-68862) 1:100, collagen XVII (Abcam ab79878) 1:100, F4/80 (Abcam ab6640) 1:100, PGDRs (R & D systems AF1062) 1:100, CD206 (Abcam ab64693) 1:100, perilipin (Abcam ab3526) 1:100, fibronectin (Abcam ab2413), tenascin C (Abcam ab3870) 1:100, laminin (DSHB LAM-B) 1:10, 1:100, MYHCl (DSHB A4.840) 1:1, MYHCIIA (DSHB A4.74) 1:1, MYHClIB (DSHB BF.3) 1:1, MYH3 (Santa Cruz sc-53091) 1:100, dystrophin (Abcam ab15277) 1:200, NF-B (Santa Cruz sc-372) 1:200. After blocking in a mixture of 10\% donkey serum, 0.5\% Triton, 0.1\% Tween, 0.1\% fish skin gelatin for 1 hour the antibodies were diluted at the required concentration in blocking solution and incubated overnight at 4\(^\circ\)C. After washing the slides were incubated at room temperature in the dark for 1 hr with the relevant Alexa Fluor 488, 594 or 555 secondary antibody. Acid phosphatase staining was analysed for compromised muscle fibre integrity by incubating TA cryosections in acid phosphatase buffer (HPR reagent, 0.1 M acetate buffer pH 5.0, 50 mg/mL naphthol AS-BI phosphate) for 60 minutes at 37\(^\circ\)C, before being washed and counterstained with a 1:30 dilution of Harris hematoxylin for 1 minute. The stained slides were mounted using Hydromount. Succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) staining was carried out by incubating transverse muscle sections for 3 minutes at room temperature in a sodium phosphate buffer containing 75 mM sodium succinate (Sigma), 1.1 mM Nitroblue Tetrazolium (Sigma) and 1.03 mM Phenazine Methosulphate (Sigma). Samples were then fixed in 10\% formal-calcium and cleared in xylene prior to mounting with DPX mounting medium (Fisher). Densitometry of the samples was performed on a Zeiss Axioskop2 microscope mounted with an Axioscam Hrc camera. Axiovision Rel. 4.8 software was used to capture the images.

**RNA extraction.** Tibialis anterior samples were stored in RNAlater at −80\(^\circ\)C until required. After thawing they were washed in nuclease-free water to remove RNAlater crystals. Tissue was homogenized using a 1600 MiniG\textsuperscript{\textregistered} Tissue Homogenizer and Cell Lyser (SPEXSamplePrep) with 5/32\" stainless-steel grinding balls in TRIzol\textsuperscript{\textregistered} (Ambion\textsuperscript{\textregistered}) in 2 mL screw-cap vials at 1500 RPM for 3 minutes. After homogenization, the TRIzol\textsuperscript{\textregistered} protocol was followed with modifications. Briefly, samples were transferred to Phase Lock Gel\textsuperscript{\textregistered} Heavy 2 mL tubes (Quantabio). After the aqueous phase was removed to a new tube, 1 volume of 70\% ethanol was added and samples mixed. At this point samples were processed according to the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen 74104) or the PureLink\textsuperscript{\textregistered} RNA Mini Kit (Invitrogen 12183018 A) according to the manufacturers’ protocols, starting from the addition of sample to kit column tubes. After elution, samples were quantified and RNA integrity number determined using a 4200 TapeStation (Agilent) (all RINs > 6 for RT-PCR).

**RT-qPCR Analysis.** cDNA was generated from 1.5\(\mu\)g of RNA using SuperScript\textsuperscript{\texttrade} IV VLO Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen 11756050) following the manufacturers protocol. Real-Time PCR was performed using Sso-Fast\textsuperscript{\texttrade} EvaGreen\textsuperscript{\textregistered} Supermix (Bio-Rad 172–5200) on a Bio-Rad C1000 Touch\textsuperscript{\texttrade} Thermal Cycler. Fold change in expression was calculated using the \(\Delta\Delta Ct\) relative expression method\textsuperscript{47}. \textit{A. cahirinus}-specific and \textit{M. musculus}-specific primers were used for qPCR to avoid erroneous readings due to sequence differences (see Supplementary Table 1 for details). \textit{A. cahirinus} sequences were generated from our skin transcriptome data.
Biomechanical properties of the TA. Ten unfixed TA samples were characterized using a custom indentation device. TA was excised immediately after each animal was euthanized. Six distinct locations were indented per muscle, and all indentations were completed within 10 mins of excision. A 4-mm spherical probe was used to perform 200 random indents (<10% of sample thickness), and Steady-State Modulus (SSM) values were calculated as described elsewhere.[46,49] Briefly, samples were indented and allowed to undergo stress relaxation for 20 seconds before probe retraction. SSM describes the effective stiffness of the muscle after indentation is held. Muscles were submerged in culture medium to prevent dehydration, reduce cell death, and minimize adhesion effects during indentation.

Statistical analysis. Data are presented as mean± SE. Significant differences among groups were analyzed by wither 2-tailed T-test or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison tests as appropriate. Statistical analysis was performed on GraphPad Prism software. Differences were considered statistically significant at *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 or ***p < 0.001.

Data availability statement. After publication the materials, data and associated protocols contained in the manuscript will be made freely available.
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